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This reserach investigated the major feature of speech features used by men 

and women in BPEC at fort Rotterdam which aimed to find out the types of speech 

features to discribe the speech feature used by men and women in BPEC at fort 

Rotterdam. This research applied qualitative descriptive in reveling the data. This 

research based on Holmes’s theory about the types of speech features of social 

factor. The research found that men and women used all types of speech features. 

The types of speech features that men and women used are Tag Question, Standart 

Grammar, Modality and Hesitation.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background of the Research  

 Allah SWT creates man and woman with different gender where it means 

also having different role, character in their social life including different in speech. 

This is the topic which want be analyzed by the researcher. This research tries to 

connect with the Surah below which Allah said: 

 ياَ أيَُّهَا النَّاسُ إِنَّا خَلقَْناَكُمْ مِنْ ذكََرٍ وَأنُْثىَ وَجَعلَْناَكُمْ شُعوُباً وَقبَاَئِلَ لِتعَاَرَفوُا إِنَّ أكَْ 

 ِ أتَقْاَكُمْ إنَِّ اللََّّ عَلِيمٌ خَبِيررَمَكُمْ عِنْدَ اللََّّ  

 In the same manner Allah says in Holy Qur’an Surah Al-Hujurat verse 13. For 

you human. Actually, I create you from a man and a woman and create you tribes 

and nations you may know each other. Actually the loftiest between you in Allah 

soul is the most pious person between you. Actually Allah is the omniscient.  

 In the same manner Allah in Surah Al- Hujarat explains about how has their 

God created them by some differences, different state, different gender and people 

have to know each other. In understanding all of that, they need language to 

communicate each other in verbal or non verbal communication and to know what 

does the partner means.  

The research about language and gender emphasizes focus on reciting about 

the effect of gender in the using of language. The research about the varieties of 

man and woman speech has revealed the differences character between men and 
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women in using language. One of them is the different of ability in communication, 

such the general features in using language. In sociolinguistic, the discussion about 

the different speech between men and women is still interesting to discuss although, 

the works that make some kinds of theory about the condition have sprang.  

Many terms of man and woman speech have found in language and gender. 

Grimm (2008:8) states that the both of terms of woman and man have characters in 

speech. Actually, man and woman do not all use the different word. The different 

is just in using reference of linguistics. The relation of language and gender which 

usually hear right now is woman and man speech used as a symbol generally about 

the behavior of man and woman speech. Coates (1986:4) states that, in different 

social context an individual will speak in different ways. Moreover, Linguists 

claimed that female are more linguistically polite than male and both of male and 

female emphasize different speech functions. Holmes (1992:33). It is found that 

male and female often use different linguistic forms and address terms in speaking 

English even in the same speech community. The use of the standard might be seen 

as yet another reflection of women’s powerless in the public sphere. 

There are many factors that can influence the different style of 

communication like what Coates (1993) and friends say that the factors which can 

influence the differences such as social factors, situation of context, physiological 

factors, psychological factors, and type of discourse. 

Woman tends to have unique features in their language compared to man. 

Recently, many sociolinguistics found that man and woman have different ways of 

speech. They have different features although they speak same language. Women 
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as a social group have their own language characteristic whether in spoken or 

written language because women It can be in form of the vocabulary, grammar, 

pronunciation, etc. Labotka (2009) said that women are systematically taught to 

speak with specific language features, and those language features are associated 

with a lack of power. Language shows social condition of being man and woman 

rather than their gender identity. 

Men and women have different in studying of second language so that they 

have  also different level and skill in speech. This matter can be showed by certain 

speech features. This research tries to connect some concepts such as studying of 

second language Brown (1994), Gardner (1993) and also Gender and Language 

Holmes (1992). According to Gardner(1993) Foreign language learning is a field 

that is closely related to human psychology. It has been highly affected by 

psychology and many studies have been performed to find out the relationship 

between language learning and affective variables. The common point of all these 

studies is that they reveal the remarkable influence of affective factors on language 

learning process. The affective variables which are associated with the emotions 

and feelings of human beings involve certain personality traits or qualities such as 

self-esteem, empathy and introversion (Brown, 1994).  

BPEC can be covered by all concepts above because BPEC is a place to study 

of second language. All people who join in this community from non English 

community where they have different age, class of education, and also different 

culture. The differences can cause different level of speech and most factor that 

influence the different skill in speech is related to different time to join in this 
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community. Some people who earlier join will speech better than people who have 

just joined. Although majorities of them are student of university and others are 

graduation from some university but it cannot guaranty that they have good English 

because not all of them are student of literature English or English education but 

they are mostly from other majors. In BPEC they can improve their skill in studying 

and using second language because in BPEC has three different sections in studying 

they are discussion, writing and debate.  

This research aims investigating how language used differently between men 

and women in BPEC at Fort Rotterdam and related to the types of speech   features 

by Holmes theory (1992). The one of ways to see the differences between man and 

woman speech is to join in the community which support the researcher to do the 

research based on what she has mentioned above. The researcher thinks that BPEC 

at Fort Rotterdam is a great medium to do the research because it is really suitable 

with the participants of the research where all people come there to improve their 

ability in studying second language by sharing their each others. According to 

Eckret and McConnell-ginet (1992) a community of practice "is an aggregate of 

people who come together around mutual engagement in an endeavor. Ways of 

doing things, ways of talking beliefs, values, power relations - in short practices - 

emerge in the course of this mutual endeavor. There, the writer also will find some 

men and women who come from different culture, class of education, and different 

age. 

The researcher is interested to analyze the differences in studying second 

language and differences in using speech features because the researcher believes 
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that men and women are different in using speech features when they are speaking 

as a reflection of their different ways in second language learning.  

B. Questions of the Research 

This research is provided to answer the following questions: 

1. What are the types of speech feature used by men and women at BPEC? 

2. How do men and women use speech features in speaking at BPEC?   

C. Objectives of the Research 

In accordance with the problem of study, the objectives of this study are 

intended to achieve: 

1. To illustrate what are the types of speech feature used by men and women 

in BPEC? 

2. To describe how men and women different in studying second language in 

BPEC 

D.  Significance of the Research 

The research expects that it can be more knowledge in understanding speech 

features and studying second language through observation in BPEC. They can use 

this study as the example how men and women different use speech features in the 

community and how men and women differ in studying second language.  

Next she also expects that it can be reference for the next research who wants 

to analyze the differences between men and women in speech. 

E.   Scope of the Research  

The scope of this study focuses on Sociolinguistics study since the study is 

about the phenomena that often found in the society, especially in studying of 
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second language as seen through in BPEC at Fort Rotterdam, and see their 

differences in using speech features. The researcher will use Holmes (1995) theory 

about the types speech features they are: Tag Question, Standard Grammar, 

Modalities and also supported by Rose (1974) theory about hesitation and also by 

Brown (1994) and Gardner theory (1993) about studying of second language based 

on social condition. The researcher also realizes the limiting of the data because the 

participants of this study are three men and three women. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

A. Previous Finding  

Wiprayanti (2013),in her research about women’s language which used by 

male and female in film, music and lyric which used theory by Coates (1986) and 

analyzed the film by descriptive quantitative. In her analyzed she found that there 

are nine of speech features which used the first female character and women but, 

the kinds of women’s speech most used by men not women. It caused by some 

factors such social status, subordinate groups, prestige and stigma, social network 

and the acquisition of sex differential language. 

Santi (2013),in her research about Comparison of Sexist Language used in 

the Twilight Saga Eclipse Movie.  She used Lakoff theory about the features of 

speech (1975). She found that the character used all features except, precise color 

in the conversation. Other side, the features of men speech used theory from Holmes 

(1992) that found that the men used standard and curse word. While, in analysis of 

features linguistic of men and women based on Coates theory (1986) found that 

men and women used verbosity, tag question, questions, command and directive, 

swear word or taboo language. Finally in the analysis found that women are more 

polite than men. Features of men speech used by women are not standard language, 

while feature of woman speech used by men is lexical hedges, intensifier, super 

polite form and hypercorrect grammar. 

 The two researches above mention that it is a fact that men and women have 

different features in speech. Based on those theses above, it can be concluded that 

7 
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the similarity among two previous researches and this research is about the 

examining features of man and woman speech. The differences are related to the 

using theories. Wiprayanti used; Coates (1986), Santi used; Lakoff (1975), Holmes 

(1992) and Coates (1986), meanwhile the researcher in her research used Holmes 

(1992), Brown (1994) and Gardner (1993) in studying language based on gender.  

B. Language and Gender 

According to Cambridge dictionaries, gender can be defined as the physical 

and or social condition of being male/ female. Gender is a system in which there 

are only two possibilities, a person must be a man or women. Cameron (2003) said 

that gender used in this study refers to the social condition of being man or woman. 

It is cultural traits and behavior consider appropriate for men and women by a 

particular society. This behave is constructed by the social values they have. The 

general usage of the term gender began in the late 1960s and 1970s. This term is 

used to help the Sociolinguists in distinguishing the many aspect of life that were 

more easily understood to be social rather than biological origin Speer (2005) cited 

in Mukminin (2010). Gender is one of the major topics in Sociolinguistics that 

discusses about the connection between structures, vocabularies and ways of using 

particular language and the social roles of the men and women who speak these 

languages Eckert (2003). It is often tried to be presented through language. Eckert 

(2003) said that biological differences between man and women can determine 

gender which can cause the difference in their capabilities and disposition. For 

example, men are considered have higher testosterone, it is causes that they are said 

to be more aggressive than women. In addition, dominance of man’s left brain also 
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leads them to be more rational than women. Men and women in the same 

community interact with one another regularly and in some context intimately, but 

their linguistics behavior is different in measurable manners. Speech of women and 

man differs. In some cases the difference are quite small and not generally noticed. 

They may use different gestures and facial expressions. The man and woman did 

not speak different language; they speak different varieties of the same language. 

White (2003) claimed that man and woman differ in their linguistic behavior. 

Man often thought as dominant speakers, while woman is placed in a subordinate 

role during the conversation process. Woman generally has lower status than man. 

As Lakoff (1975) cited Labotka (2009) said that sometimes woman language shows 

their powerlessness and weakness. Women have to use a certain language in order 

to be accepted by their society. Women tend to use certain language in order to 

show their femininity rather than masculinity. They sometimes use certain features 

of speech as their language choices. It means that when there are two ways to 

pronounce a certain sound, one of the man closer to prestige or standard 

pronunciations, there will be statically tendency for women to show higher 

frequency in using prestige pronounce than man. It is because women are more 

status conscious than men. Holmes (1992) also said that society expect women to 

speak more correctly and standard than men, especially when they are serving as 

models for children’s speech. People, who are considered as inferior group such as 

women, usually tend to be polite. By using more standard speech forms, women are 

looking after their own need to be valued in society. 

In conclusion, it is difficult to say that the diversity in using a language by 
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men and women is just caused by their sexual difference. The fact shows that the 

factor of social and culture plays more important role and determines how men and 

women should speak. Through language people can show gender as their social 

identity.  

The concept of linguistic feature refers to men and women’s linguistic features 

in doing interaction. Any language forms used by men and women contrast to 

different degrees in all speech communities, such as the use of negation, the raising 

intonation, dramatic and undramatic forms. It is claimed that women are more 

linguistically polite then men. According to Wolfram (1967:76) added that 

women’s language presented sensitive characteristic of language that are given high 

ratings than men. According to Labov (1990:205) women are consistently more 

often use language that forms closer prestigious forms, rather than prevailing 

among men. In fact, according to Labov in a state of steady sociolinguistic 

stratification, men use more of on standard forms, compared to women. Stereotypes 

such as women talk more politely and women use more questions has been firmly 

believed by the public. It cannot override these stereotypes, since unlike the former 

case; these stereotypes have actually been supported through extensive linguistic 

research. Women’s language has the following features. First, female speakers 

interrupt less than males in mixed-sex conversations. Second, female speakers use 

more indirect speech than males. Third, female speakers use more conversational 

support such as minimal responses than males. Fourth, female speakers use features 

which indicate tentativeness, such as hedges, tag questions, and other expressions 

that make them sound hesitant or uncertain 
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1. Woman’s Speech  

Woman’s speech indicates the characteristic of women’s behavior. Because 

someone’s language shows their role in the society, woman should have certain 

speech features to be shown in their society. Mazidah (2013) said that women 

experience linguistic discrimination in the way they are taught to use language, and 

in the way general language treats them. Both of them are related with the function 

or the role of women in their society. So women have to choose their best language 

when they interact with other people. Women have to talk like a lady; if they refuse 

it they are ridiculed and subjected to criticism as unfeminine.  

According to Holmes, woman’s linguistic behavior can be seen mostly when 

women used more standard forms than men. In many speech communities, when 

woman uses more of a linguistic form than man, it is generally the standard form 

which overtly prestigious form that women favor Holmes (1995) cited in Mazidah 

(2013). Holmes adds that women used more standard form because of four reasons, 

they are appeals to social class and its related status, refers to women’s role in 

society, relates to woman’s status as a subordinate group, and relates with the 

function of speech expressing masculinity.  
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She gives four explanations: 

a. The social class: Holmes suggests that “women are more-status conscious 

than men” (Holmes, J, 1992, p.164) and that is because women have an 

inner belief that the way they speak reflects their social class in society and, 

thus, tend to speak more properly than men. So, women “use more standard 

speech forms as a way of claiming such status”(Holmes, 1992, p.165). She 

then shares her study in New York and Norwich where women reported that 

they use these forms of standard speech because they lack status in society. 

She claims, but with proof, that “those in paid employment used more 

standard forms than those working in home”(Holmes, 1992, p.165). 

However, it is found in an Irish working-class community that women 

working outside the community “used a much higher percentage of 

linguistic features associated with high status groups than the older women 

who are working at home”.(Holmes, 1992, p.165). 

b.  The role of women in society: Holmes, with a great talent, starts this sub- 

section with the well-known miss-conception that ‘a woman’s place is in 

the home’. She also returns that to the fact that society always expects 

women to act ‘better than men’ She adds, “misbehavior from boys is 

tolerated where girls are more quickly corrected” (Holmes, 1992, p.165) 

c. The status of women as a subordinate group: Holmes says that “women as 

a subordinate group, it is argued, must avoid offending men- and  so they 

must speak carefully and politely”(Holmes, 1992, p.166) 
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d.  The function of speech in expressing gender identity: Holmes concluded 

that “men prefer vernacular forms because they carry macho connotations 

of masculinity and toughness.” Holmes (1992, p.166). It is not accepted that 

women speak in a masculine way. For example, men always tend to use the 

gerund sound as /in/ as in /sitin/ while girls tend to pronounce the /g/ sound 

more likely as in /sitiŋ/. 

Standard forms are commonly associated with more formal and less personal 

interaction so the society expects women to use them because women are serving 

as models for children’s speech. Women are also designated the role of modeling 

correct behavior in the community. Women’s language forms are associated with 

female values and femininity. Here some of the key finding about how women and 

men use language differently. For Mulacetal (2001) note that men tend to use 

language reflects more dominant and certain position.  

 

2. Man’s Speech  

Masculine speech communities define the goals of talk as exerting control, 

preserving independence, and enhancing status. First, men often use talk to 

establish and defend their personal status and their ideas, by asserting themselves 

and or by challenging others.  When they wish to comfort or support another, they 

typically do so by respecting the other's independence and avoiding 

communication. They regard as condescending Tannen (I990). These tendencies 

will be clearer as he reviews specific features of masculine talk. 

To establish their own status and value, men often speak to exhibit 
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knowledge, skill, or ability. Equally typical is the tendency to avoid disclosing 

personal information that might make a man appear weak or vulnerable Derlega 

Chaiken (1976), Lewis & McCarthy (I988), Saurer Eisler (1990). On the 

relationship level of communication, giving advice does two things.  

a. First, it focuses on instrumental activity-what another should do or 

be and does not acknowledge feelings.  

b. Second, it expresses superiority and maintaining control. It says "I 

know what you should do" or "l would know how to handle that." 

The message may be perceived as implying the speaker is superior 

to the other person. Between men, advice giving seems understood 

as a give-and-take, but it may be interpreted as unfeeling and 

condescending by women whose rules for communicating differ. 

The next feature of man's communication is conversational dominance. 

Despite jokes about women's talkativeness, research indicates that in most contexts, 

man do not only hold their own but dominate the conversation. Further, men engage 

in other verbal behaviors that sustain conversational dominance. Not only do men 

seem to interrupt more than women, but they do so for different reasons. This 

interpretation is shared by a number of scholars who note that women use 

interruptions to show support, encourage elaboration, and affirm others Aleguire, 

(1978), Aries (1987), Mulacet al (1988). Men tend to use swearing and taboo 

language Jespersen (1992) climb that men swear than women and use taboo more 

than women. Compared with women, men communicate more abstractly. They 

frequently speak in general terms that are removed from concrete experiences and 
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distanced from personal feelings Schaef (l98l) Treichler & Kramarae (1983). The 

abstract style typical of men's speech reflects the public and impersonal contexts in 

which they often operate and the less personal emphasis in their speech 

communities.  

Man's speech tends not to be highly responsive, especially not on the 

relationship level of communication Beck (1988); Wood, (1993). Men, more than 

women, give what are called "minimal response cues" Parlee (I979), which are 

verbalizations such as "yeah" or "umhmm." In interaction with women, who have 

learned to demonstrate interest more vigorously, minimal response cues generally 

inhibit conversation because they are perceived as indicating lack of involvement 

Fishman (1978); Stewart et al (1990). 

 

3. The Studying of Language in Speaking    

The sparse research on the impact of gender in L2 acquisition shows a 

marked contrast with the massive literature on gender effects in first language 

acquisition (L1) research In a large meta-analytic study with more than 4 million 

students, Cole (1997) and Willingham and Cole (1997) concluded that female 

students retained their language advantage over a period of 30 years Female 

students fared better in writing and language use (i.e. grammatical conventions, 

expression, spelling), while small but consistent effect sizes were found for reading 

and verbal reasoning. According to Ullman (2005) but see  for counterevidence, 

and for a partial confirmation, women, more than men, store verbal information in 

declarative memory, whereas men more than women tend to use grammatical or 
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procedural memory to produce language and these processes are found to be 

accommodated by estrogen. This distinction in the prevalence of different memory 

systems in men and women seems to be relevant for second language learning by 

adult learners as the availability of the procedural memory decreases more than 

declarative memory after puberty. As a result, adult female second language 

learners would be in a more advantageous position than adult male learners, 

although it is not clear in which language domains a female advantage would occur 

in particular. Based on the foregoing, it might be hypothesized that, on average, 

women will perform better than men on speaking and writing proficiencies, because 

productive skills require active access to all verbal and verbal-related resources 

available. 

Brown (1994: 168), in his great work ‘Principles of Language Learning and 

Teaching’ adds: “ Attitudes, like all aspects of the development of cognition and 

affect in human beings, develop early in childhood and are the result of parents’ 

and peers’ attitudes, contact with people who are different in any number of ways, 

and interacting affective factors in the human experience”. Here it seems clear that 

there are many stimulants lead to positive or negative attitude of an individual. The 

same result was reached in another study: Language learning is very much interplay 

of personalities – one shouldn’t tend to forget that pupils too are human, Sönmez 

(1994: 64), shares the same idea with Brown; “attitude is a product of all life 

experiences”. Therefore attitude may not come out during school life. But it is the 

duty of school to help students develop positive attitude towards foreign language. 

Graham (1990) indicates that females had a significantly more positive attitude. 
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Baranov (1986)The secondary school students, in the Soviet Union adduces 

minimal difference between male and female. Csepo & Nikolov (2002), (with 6-8-

10 grade-student) reveals a close relationship between students’ attitudes towards 

foreign language and parent education.  

4. Motivation in Studying Second Language  

Foreign language learning is a field that is closely related to human 

psychology. It has been highly affected by psychology and many studies have been 

performed to find out the relationship between language learning and affective 

variables (Gardner &MacIntyre, 1993; Chastain, 1975; Schumann, 1999; Horwitz, 

Horwitz and Cope, 1986; Young, 1990; Ely, 1986; Samimy & Tabuse, 1992; 

Zhanibek, 2001). The affective variables which are associated with the emotions 

and feelings of human beings involve certain personality traits or qualities such as 

self-esteem, empathy and introversion (Brown, 1994). Recent literature views the 

theory of anxiety in relation to language learn and defines the language anxiety as 

the feeling of tension and apprehension specifically associated with second 

language context including speaking, listening and learning MacIntyre & Gardner 

(1993). In literature, several studies Gardner & Lambert, (19720; Mendi, (2009); 

Csizer & & Clement, (2001); Balemir, (2009); Huang, (2004) put forward that 

gender plays a significant role on foreign language speaking anxiety and learner 

motivation. According to Brown (1994) female demonstrated a higher level of 

foreign language learning motivation than male, meanwhile male has less 

motivation than women.  
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5. Women are more Anxiety  than Men in Speech  

The effect that different genders have on each other is quite large, and it 

affects how a person acts, thinks, and performs throughout his daily life. Because 

that affects that male and females have on each other, the anxiety that a person has 

while giving a speech should raise to lack of confidence or will hesitant because of 

who is the audience that she is performing in front of. Anxiety disorders are the 

most common class of mental disorders, affecting nearly adult in U.S. Keslerr et al. 

(2005) One of the most widely documented findings in psychiatric epidemiology is 

that women significantly higher levels of anxiety than men included being criticized 

or embarrassed and speaking in public or talking to people with authority while men 

are more relax than women when they are talking. 

C. Holmes’s Theory   

Janet Holmes (1992) and Tannen (1990) says that “women are more 

linguistically polite than men” Holmes (1992, p.157). However, Holmes focuses 

more on how men and women of the same speech community speak differently. 

She offers various examples of different speech communities as evidence that men 

and women within one speech community speak differently. She starts with how 

women and men in the same speech community not speaking a different dialect but 

a totally different language.  Holmes (1992) then explains that women  regardless of 

their class or age, tend to use “tag question than men, more standard forms than men, 

women also modality their speech more often than men. 
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1. Tag Question  

A short question at the end of a declarative statement is often used 

by women to soften the sting of potential disagreement or invite to open 

friendly dialogue. It is also applied when the speaker is starting a claim, but 

lacks of confidence in truth of claim. It decreases the strength of assertions. 

Several studies confirmed that English speakers assume a connection 

between tag question and female linguistic usage. Tannent (1995: 104). 

Employing tag question in conversation is aimed at:  

a. Giving the addressee freedom, not forcing him or her to go along with 

the speaker.  

b. Making small talks, trying to elicit conversation from the addressee.  

c.  Asking one's opinion in polite way in discussing personal feeling.  

Avoiding to assert herself in strong way there by to avoid coming  in 

conflict with the addressee. Examples of tag questions are as follows:  

1.  She doesn't really want to book the villa, does she?  

2. You don't remember my name, do you?  

Other studies e.g. Dubois & Crouch, (1975) show that there is no 

clear gender difference in the use of tag-questions Bonvillan (2007:334). 

Furthermore, Holmes (1984), who divided the tag questions into different 

categories, stated that men more often use tags for speaker oriented goals, 

to obtain or confirm information about themselves, whereas women more 

often use tags for addressee-oriented goals, particularly as strategies to 
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engage addressees in talk Bonvillan (2007:335). However, the research by 

Bonvillan (2007) shows that though women and men do not differ greatly 

in total usage, women tend to use more tags Coates (1993:120). Other 

researchers claim that the use of tag-questions varies depending on the 

“powerless” or “powerful” roles of the speakers and although they do not 

discuss gender differences, the results from their study show that powerful 

men are more likely than powerful women to use modal tags, and powerful 

women are more likely than powerful men to use affective tags Bonvillan 

(2007:335). Moreover, some research on the use of tag-questions show that 

people tend to believe that women use more of them than men do Coates 

(1993:119). 

2. Standard Grammar 

Women use more standard forms than men- men use more 

‘stigmatized forms’ e.g. double negative etc I ain’t got none etc and tend to 

have stronger regional accents. Reduced forms or phrases refer to the feature 

in English where by two or more words are spoken as one. These forms are 

generated when unstressed function words are contracted, deleted, 

assimilated or reduced to combine with other function words or content 

words of a sentence. Common reduced forms in English are gonna for going 

to, wanna for want to, outta for out of, gotta for got to and lotta for lot of. 

These forms are extremely widespread in spoken English, but are rare in 

written language. It used more frequently by men compared to women. 
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3. Modality  

Modality is a grammatical-semantic category which characterizes 

modus operandi or the speaker’s attitude towards the action, his evaluation 

of the attitude towards objective reality. Modality concerns the factual status 

of information; it signals the relative actuality, validity or believability of 

the content of an expression. Modality includes the ways in which language 

is used to encode meanings such as degrees of certainty and commitment or 

alternatively vagueness and lack of commitment, personal beliefs versus 

generally accepted or taken for granted knowledge. Modality can be 

expressed by different linguistic means. But in every case there is some 

leading form that expresses the main attitude. These forms fall into four 

categories: phonetic (intonation), grammatical (mood), lexicon grammatical 

(modal verbs), lexical (modal adverbs and phrases) but the most obligation 

expressed by modal verbs can be strong and weak. Must is chiefly used to 

express strong obligation. Should, ought to and had better can be used to 

express weak obligation. The study of modal verbs of obligation in 

quotations reveals some peculiarities in terms of gender differences. Thus, 

women are inclined to use modal verbs expressing weak obligation, whereas 

men are more likely to use modal verbs expressing strong obligation. 

4. Hesitation  

Hesitation is one of type of speech errors that have received most of 

the experimental attention Fador (1974). Hesitation is a flattering is speech 
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stammering. Hesitation is paused of varying lengths that occur when the 

speakers are losing their words during speaking. 

D. History of BPEC 

Benteng Panyua English Club (BPEC) is one of the English Conversation 

Clubs in Makassar. It was established on April 7th, 1986. It is a social institution 

which always conducts its weekly meeting at Fort Rotterdam, one of Makassar’s 

most popular tourism objects. BPEC itself has been recorded in the Guidance Book 

of Tourists. They are famous with tourists. BPEC welcomes participants from all 

levels of society. They include students from elementary school, secondary school, 

senior high school, college, employees, etc. It has been eighteen years since BPEC 

first began and club activities really help the people, especially English learners, to 

build up their speaking ability. Many of them have successfully found good 

positions in many companies in South Sulawesi and outside South Sulawesi.  
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHOD 

This chapter presents the procedures used in investigating the aims of the 

study. It consists of research method, data sources, research instrument, data 

collection procedure, and data analysis procedure.  

A. Research Method  

This research applied qualitative descriptive method. According to Sugiono 

(2010) qualitative method is the research which based on post positivism 

philosophy used to analyze of object condition naturally and the result of the 

research is more emphasize about the meaning more than generalization.  Fraenkel 

and Wallen (1993:23) as cited by Arsalan, Descriptive method is a method used to 

explain, analyze, and classify something through various techniques, survey, 

interview, and questionnaire and test. 

B. Participants of the Research 

The researcher chose BPEC at Fort Rotterdam, which was built in Makassar 

as a sample of this research, where some people who join in the community from 

non-English community. The researcher took data from six participants. They are 

three men and three women who used different features in speech. 

C. Instrument of the Research 

The researcher used observation sheet and camera video as the research 

instrument, in order to find out the different features between men and women in 

speech. This research is main information about how men and women express in 
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doing communication each others. The research took three meetings in BPEC at 

Fort Rotterdam. 

D. Procedure of Collecting Data  

To gain the data, the researcher applied some procedures, they were: 

1. The researcher joined for three weeks in BPEC and discussed three topics 

they are Underage criminal, Online game and traditional game and also The equal 

of men and women. 

2. The researcher took video in every meeting because she saw it again if 

there were part things missing.  

3. The research filled or selected the paper sheet 

4. The researcher identified the words of the men and women’s speech and 

different expression between men and women speech using the 

observation skill   

E. Technique of Data Analysis  

 In analyzing the data, the researcher was categorized by selecting 

conversations between women and men and taking note of conversations. The 

women and men’s utterances were analyzed to find its elements that refer to the 

language features using then, they were analyzed further to find out the features of 

language used by women and men in BPEC. After that, grouping the data, the speech 

features used by women and men were counted. Then the total number of features 

spoken by men and women were found, compared and analyzed to find out the 

phenomena that happened in BPEC at Fort Rotterdam.  
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

In this chapter, the analysis of the data is explained in the line which is 

formulated for research questions. It consists of two sections namely findings and 

discussions.  

A. Findings 

  In this section the researcher explains the analysis of the difference between 

men and women in BPEC at fort Rotterdam in Using Speech Expression.  There are 

five types of speech feature that the researcher found based on Holmes’s theory and 

supported by Fador Rose theory. They are Tag Question, Standard Grammar, 

Modality and supported by Rose theory about Hesitation. These are types that they 

used in discussion. Actually BPEC has three sections in studying English namely 

discussion, debate and also writing but the researcher took the video only in debate 

section. There they usually discuss a different topic every week. The researcher had 

visited BPEC for three times where had discussed three topics, they are Underage 

criminal, Online game and traditional game and The equal of men and women. In 

this video the researcher found 46 data from the analysis. 

 In the following analysis, the data are given the symbol as coding to each 

man and woman in BPEC. It contains two characters male and female character. 

The female character is three women, they are Aya, Octav, and Diba and male 

character is three men, they are Fudin, Jafar and Adam. First table is related to the 

first research question then, the second table is related to the second research 

question. In order to categorize the data of second table the researcher gives code 
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such as Rising intonation as RI, Hesitation as HT, Tag Question as TQ, Standard 

Grammar as SG, Modality as MD. 

 

1.Table of the result expression speech in BPEC at Fort Rotterdam. 

No Types of speech features Men Women 

1. Tag Question 1 4 

2. Standard Grammar  8 2 

3. Modality 7 11 

4. Hesitation 3 3 

 Total 19 20 

 

2. Table of the result expression speech in BPEC at Fort Rotterdam. 

a. Male  

Utterances 

Types  

Context 

 TQ  SG  MD  HT 

Datum 1 

This children have no 

nothing adult 

 
   √     

 The speaker utters his 

opinion about underage, he 

explains to the audience 

why these children do not 

suitable to go to the jail.   

Datum 2 

They should be 

realized and they 

should be given a lot 

of education. 

      √   

 He gives suggestion that 

they need someone to 

realize them by some way. 

He utterances by modality to 

suggest politely. 

Datum 3 
     √   

 The speaker asks to the last 

speaker and ask his 

attention. 
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Can you pay attention 

to me? 

 

 

Datum 4 

Because the jail 

contains bed things. 

Doesn’t it? 
 √      

 The speaker gives opinion 

about the underage criminal  

Datum 5 

There is one criminal 

under age criminal I 

mean, 

 
       √ 

 The speaker utterances and 

tries to give example to the 

audience by using hesitation 

because she is nervous. 

Datum 6 

Because they still 

underage 

    √     

 They tries to speak and tell 

to the audience, why they 

shouldn’t go to the jail. He 

speaks  by non standard 

form. Because he thinks he 

speaks with his friends. 

Datum 7 

One of the 

psychology in our 

country say that this 

case we cannot 

categorize it cavil 

system 

 
   √     

 The tries to give example 

that they should go to the  

jail, he utters by non 

standard form to the 

audience reflex. 

Datum 8 

Ok Mr Fudin are you 

get it? 

    √     

 The speaker asks to the 

listener about the last 

speaker, she asks non 

standard form reflex. 

Datum 9 

Humm because I 

believe that, one of 

the way to make the 

children more active 

is playing game itself 
       √ 

 The speaker tells the one of 

impact from playing game 
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Datum 10 

They should play 

game by online game 

because they must not 

be tired 

      √   

 The speaker gives 

suggestion politely to the 

audience that they should 

play online game.  

Datum 11 

The government right 

now not really good 

 
   √     

 The speaker tries to ask the 

audience that is government 

is not good? Because he 

allows us to play by certain 

days. But she speak non 

standard grammar 

Datum  12 

Because he just allow 

us to play it in certain 

days. 

    √     

 The speaker tries to ask the 

audience that is government 

is not good? Because he 

allows us to play by certain 

days. But she speak non 

standard grammar 

Datum 13 

I don’t wanna blame 

the government 

 
   √     

 The speaker explains that 

he doesn’t want blame 

anyone. The speaker speaks 

by non standard from. 

Because he thinks that she 

talk with his friends 

Datum 14 

Hummm I have not 

opinion right now 

 
       √ 

 The speaker has not opinion 

so he paused in speak by 

hesitation. 

Datum 15 

I wanna hear your 

statement from all of 

you before. 

    √     

 He tells he doesn’t want to 

speak before they give their 

opinion  

Datum 16 

You must give yours 

also 
     √   

 The speaker said to the last 

speaker  and ask him by 

modality to ask obligation 
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Datum 17 

Happy  job like every 

one who can have 

equal position. 

     √    

 The speaker explains that 

women and men can be 

equal when they can do 

what each other do. 

Datum 18 

We believe that they 

can participate as well 

      √   

 The speaker gives opinion 

about equal position and he 

used modal to emphasize the 

ability. 

Datum 19 

A  man should take a 

responsibility. 

 
     √   

 The speaker gives opinion 

about equal position and he 

used modal to emphasize the 

ability. 

 

b. Female  

Utterances 

Types 

Context 

 TQ  SG  MD  HT 

Datum 1 

I just wanna say 

nothing to choose 

right now 
   √     

 The speaker asks her to 

choose which one do you 

like online game or 

traditional game , she didn’t 

choose anything, she utters 

reflex using non standard 

Form because she things that 

talk with her friend. 

Datum 2 

When I was young I 

never play I never 

play traditional game 
       √ 

 The context of situation she 

tell her childhood to 

audiences, she said that she 

never play traditional game. 

She uttered by hesitation 

because she is nervous 
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Datum 3 

We can share 

everything also not 

only about the game. 
     √   

 She gives opinion about the 

online game. She said that 

we can share also not only 

about game. She tries to 

show the ability by using 

can. 

Datum 4 

Playing the traditional 

game can make 

children to be health 
     √   

 She share her opinion about 

the impact of  playing 

traditional game  itself. She 

utters by using modal to 

show the ability. 

Datum 5 

You can also learn 

how to manage your 

time 

      √   

 She share her opinion about 

the impact of playing 

traditional game itself. She 

utters by using modal to 

show the ability. 

Datum 6 

Which one we should 

choose traditional 

game or online game? 
     √   

 She asks to the audience 

about traditional and online 

game politely by using 

modality to show the 

politeness in asking. 

Datum 7 

You  say that there is 

a boy or a man 

already did a criminal 

Isn’t? 
 √       

 He asks back to the last 

speaker about his utterance 

before. And she asks by 

using tag question to get 

attention more. 

Datum 8 

My question is did the 

government 

government of 

punishment already 

did the rehabilitation 

for the children? 
        √ 

 She share her ask to the 

audience about the underage 

criminal, she speak 

hesitation because she is 

nervous.                                       
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Datum 9 

You must do the 

rehabilitation first 
     √   

 The speakers ask the 

audience about her 

suggestion by using modal 

to emphasize the obligation. 

Datum 10 

Why we must do the 

rehabilitation first 
     √   

 The speakers ask the 

audience about the 

rehabilitation by using 

modal to emphasize the 

obligation. 

Datum 11 

The children are still 

labile. Aren’t they?  
 √       

 The speaker didn’t agree 

that the children have to go 

to jail, because they are still 

labile, she used question tag 

to get confirmation. 

Datum 12 

They must get the 

rehabilitation first 
     √   

 The speakers ask the 

audience about her 

suggestion by using modal 

to emphasize the obligation. 

Datum 13 

I will I will give you 

example most of 

begal in makassar are 

underage 
       √ 

 The speaker tries to give 

example to the audience 

about underage criminal by 

hesitation because she is lost 

her idea. 

Datum  14 

For me we must broke 

the rule 
     √   

 The speaker tries to give 

opinion that she disagree 

about the rule, she utters by 

modality to emphasize her 

expectation 

Datum 15 

We must give special 

punishment 
     √   

 The speaker says that she 

must give special 

punishment; she uses 

modality to emphasize her 

ability.  

Datum 16 
   √     

 She tries to give suggestion 

by using non standard 
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I think that is just 

adds our country 

budget, 

because she thinks that she 

only talk with her friends. 

Datum 17 

You say rehabilitation 

in our country is not 

effective. could you 

guaranty it? 
     √   

 The speaker claim last 

statement from last speaker, 

and ask that could you 

guaranty it. He utterance by 

modality to ask about ability 

Datum 18 

You just you just 

think short a way 

guys. Don’t you? 
 √       

 The women say that if we 

jail the children it means 

that we think short way, she 

says by tag question to get 

confirmation. 

Datum 19 

No parents want to 

see their children do a 

bed thing . Don’t 

they?. 

 
 √       

 She says to audience ask 

her agreement by tag 

question that, No parents 

want to see their children do 

a bed thing. Don’t they?. 

 

Datum 20 

I agree men and 

women can be equal 
     √   

 She agrees with the last 

speaker who said that man 

and men can be equal. She 

utters by modality to show 

the ability.  

 

B.  Discussion 

In this part the researcher explained all the data that have been found in 

BPEC especially in debate section by using some theories about the types of 

speech features, they are Rising Intonation, Hesitation, Tag Question, Standard 

Grammar and Modality. 
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Base on some theories that the researcher had mentioned above explaining 

that in studying English specially in speaking there are differences between men 

and women. The differences of them influenced by some factors such as gender, 

motivation and skill which can cause the differences in using speech expression: 

a. Types of Speech Feature 

1. Tag  Question  

The one type of speech features is Tag Question. According to 

Holmes (1992) tag question is mostly used by women than men. It is applied 

when the speaker is starting a claim, but lacks of confidence in truth of 

claim. It decreases the strength of assertions. Tannent (1995) Tag question 

also used to get confirmation by softening the sentence. So it can be 

categorized as a polite statement.  

Base on those theories above the researcher found that men and 

women differ in using tag question where women use more than men, it 

shows in some Datum where women use  four times in debate meanwhile 

men used only once in debate.  

Man uttered by tag question once in Datum 4, meanwhile women 

uttered four times in Datum 7, Datum 11, Datum 18 and Datum 19. The 

example of Tag Question from men is: “Because the jail contains bed things. 

Doesn’t it?” Here men show that he asked agreement from his audience 

about his utterance. He said that the children shouldn’t be taken into the jail, 

because it is bed place for them. The next example datum from a woman 
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“You say that there is a boy or a man already did a criminal. Isn’t it? The 

women use Tag question in her utterance to get confirmation from the 

listener that her statement is right. The differences in using Tag question 

between men and women relate to hesitation in speech.  

2. Standard Grammar 

That is the type of speech feature which used women dominant than 

men. Women use forms associated with the prestige standard more 

frequently than men. Women will choose the best language by correct 

grammar to show their politeness. Trudgill (1972). 

Base on the research above the research found that women use 

standard more than men, where the researcher found standard form by 

women only two times, meanwhile men used the nonstandard eight times. 

The differences in using sstandard language between men and women 

related to context, the standard sometimes used in speaking not in writing, 

but as we know that women always use or show the best language in 

communication.  

The differences can be seen in Datum 1, Datum 6, Datum 7, Datum 

8, datum 11, Datum 12, Datum 13 and Datum 15”. They are used by men 

eight times in debate. Meanwhile women used twice in Datum 1 and Datum 

16 used by women in debate. Example: Woman “I just wanna say nothing 

to choose right now “the using of wanna is categorized as nonstandard 

grammar and the standard form of that is “want to” she used the non 

standard form reflex when she share her opinion. The using of standard form 
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is usually used in formal condition. The example from men: “because he 

just allow us to play it in certain days” it categorized non standard form 

because it should be “allows” it shows that he reflects in speaking without 

attention Mto the standard grammar  

3. Modality  

This is the one of type of speech features. Where used mostly women 

than men. Modality is a grammatical-semantic category which characterizes 

modus or the speaker’s attitude towards the action, his evaluation of the 

attitude towards objective reality. Women mostly use it to show their 

politeness in asking thing, ability and also obligation.  

Based on the explanation above the researcher found that there are 

differences between men and women in using it. The result shows that 

women use it mostly than men. Women used eleven times in debate 

meanwhile men used eight times. It can be seen by Datum 2, Datum 3, 

Datum 10, Datum 16, Datum 17, Datum 18 and Datum 19 from men 

meanwhile women can be seen from Datum 3, Datum 4, Datum 5, Datum 

6, Datum 9, Datum 10, Datum 12, Datum 1atum 14, Datum 15, Datum 17 

and Datum 21.   Example: “I agree that men and women can be equal” 

uttered by women. The utterance shows about the modality which use “can” 

as a modal to show ability. She explains that men and women can be equal, 

because man can do everything that man do. Meanwhile other example from 

man “Will you enter to the jail or you will do the rehabilitation first?  The 
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utterance shows as a modality in asking which use “will” men ask to the 

audience about underage criminal politely.  

4. Hesitation  

This is the one of type of speech features, hesitation is flattering in 

speech Fador (1974) where it used women more than men when they pause 

and lose their idea. Although Tannent(1990) says that women are better in 

speech that women, but is not meaning in all condition, it is different in 

studying second language. According to Fador Rose(1992) women are less 

confidence than men so it can cause hesitation in speech, meanwhile men 

speech slowly and calmly than women. Base on the theory above the 

researcher found that men and women are same in using hesitation. It means 

that hesitation is not a sign of language base on gender.  

In this type the researcher found six data, where men used three 

times in Datum 5, datum 9, and datum 14 meanwhile women also used in 

Datum 2, Datum 8, and Datum 20. Example: “There is one criminal three 

times under age criminal I mean” the utterance produced by man where it 

shows that he used hesitation by repeating word when he uttered his idea 

and it is other example from woman is in Datum 13“That is called life, that 

is called life Yahh” in her utterance also show the hesitation by repeating 

word when she shared her idea.. 
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b. Process in Learning Language 

The sparse research on the impact of gender in L2 acquisition shows 

a marked contrast with the massive literature on gender effects in first 

language acquisition (L1). According Willingham and Cole (1997) Female 

students fared better in writing and language use (i.e. Grammatical 

conventions, expression, spelling), while small but consistent effect sizes 

were found for reading and verbal reasoning. According to Ullman (2005) 

but see  for counterevidence, and for a partial confirmation, women, more 

than men, store verbal information in declarative memory, whereas men 

more than women tend to use grammatical or procedural memory to produce 

language and these processes are found to be accommodated by estrogen.  

Base on the explanation above the researcher tries to compare what 

the research found in this research base on context. Some theories says that 

women are better and men in speech (Grim 1992), Women talk more than 

men Homles(1992). Women are more polite then men, (Lakoff 1975) and 

also they have better skill and motivation in learning language. The 

researcher found some differences between two theories above. Where the 

researcher found that men and women are equal in learning language, it can 

be seen by the using of hesitation. Theory above explains that women have 

more skill and men in speaking, meanwhile the researcher in her research 

found they have same skill such as in hesitation. Women speak hesitation 

same like men. The researcher found the same data that women use three 

times and men also use three times. It shows that they have not different in 
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skill. Meanwhile other theory said women talk more than men. It can show 

from the using of question tag, where the researcher found that women use 

more than men. Where women use four times, meanwhile men use once. 

The researcher found the same thing that women are more polite than men, 

they use more standard grammar than men where women use two times 

while men use eight times,. The researcher found that women are more 

polite than men. It can be seen by differences in using modality. Modality 

uses to show our politeness, obligation and ability in speech. The researcher 

found women use modality more than men, where women use eleven times 

while men use seven times.   
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

This chapter covers two things, they are conclusion and suggestion. The 

conclusion is based on research finding on chapter IV and the suggestion leads the 

farthest research hers on the same field.  

A. Conclusion 

Based on the findings and discussion, the researcher concludes the result  

       of the research as follow: 

The finding shows that the men and women use five types of speech 

features in doing conversation. They are Rising Intonation, Hesitation, Tag 

Question, Standard Grammar and Modality. They use the types of speech 

features to show their different intonation, asking politely, their hesitation, 

respond and confirm something, invite someone to share opinion, strengthen 

the meaning, describe emotional state, express strong emotion and giving 

opportunity. Men and women in BPEC used speech features according to 

several reason that caused by some social factors and detention since people 

speak differently in different social context and social function of language. 

They used the speech features because some factors that related with the 

participant, topic and function when they utter something. 

In conclusion, four types of speech features used in this study. They 

are Tag Question, Standard Grammar, Modality and Hesitation. They used 

differently by participants of BPEC, where women use tag question four 

times and men use once. In using Standard grammar women use twice 
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meanwhile men use eight times and using modality mostly use by women 

where women use eleven times while men use eight times but, they had been 

equal in using hesitation where men used three times and women used three 

times.  

The skill speaking in studying English as second language is same 

between men and women in BPEC. It can be seen by the way they used 

hesitation. They use it when they feel anxiety in speaking.  

 

B. Suggestion  

The researcher suggest to any reader who want research about children 

emotion to understand your research’s subject strongly, especially the theories, in 

order you can finish the research right and quickly.  

This study gives the example of speech features that is used in the BPEC 

Meeting club. Thus, the researcher suggests the further researcher to analyze speech 

features in movie conversation. It will be more challenging. 
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APPENDIX 

 

First Meeting: The Underage Criminal 

- M1 We are going to rise this children or this criminal under age into the jail 

itself. You are going to separate them from their environment, from their 

parents too, event from their beloved one. What will happen if you already 
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get them in the jail?. First they will get a lot of process which very becoming 

a bad thing because this jail contains a lot of fairmont there, while these 

children are not being prepared well to face those kind of things and second, 

what is the impact that will happen if you jail this children?. These children 

will most likely lose their education. why education so important for the 

children to face at the first place because it will save their education to better 

education and it will most likely make this children to become a better 

society and become a good person itself. So meaning, if you just blame these 

children just because they do already criminal action, what we have to face. 

Are these children already capable enough in thinking those kinds of 

criminal action or not? Where we believe our side that children have no still 

enough national conclusion that this is a prove action and this is not prove 

action. The only one they should jail the person who have already capacity 

to thing the consequence of action that they already do for the first, so these 

children are still labile, this children have no nothing adult and they believe, 

they should be realized and they should be given a lot of education.  

- M2 MR. Fudin can you pay attention to me?. There are a lot of things for 

you, the first is if you put the criminal in the jail  because the jail contains 

bed things. Doesn’t it? And the second one is they will lose their education 

and they still cannot think well which one is better for them , I will tell keys 

what happen in  passuruang. There is one criminal, under age criminal I 

mean, under age criminal, they did begal to the women three times three 

times and the policeman cannot put  them to the  jail because they still 
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underage but if we analyzed this key, If we think carefully wisely they do 

this criminal three times means that we cannot category it as a java... sistem 

because base on reza one of the psychology in our country say that this case 

we cannot categoryy it cavil system because they do it three times so if 

someone do it do it regularly absolutely we cannot categorize it still cavil 

system.  

- M3. thank you mr jidan . Ok mr fudin are you get it?   

- M1. yes of course  

- M3. Thank you miss Adiba, what do you think mr ? 

- M4. Ok thank you for the chance you already say before there is an action 

and criminal happen in java. There are three times like begal. Ok the first 

thing that I think like this a probably  in the game there is a player inside the 

game itself not only the children do by themselves of course they follow 

someone to did some like criminal and for the children of course as the 

criminal we have to punish but you have to see for another side this person 

is still under age, we have to do like the rehabilitation first and then we 

should give them a good education itself, by giving a good an educational, 

they will have a good attitude or best action and but you giving punishment 

directly to the person or the criminal I think it will not make the situation 

became a better or but it will give the bad influence the children itself for 

their life.  I think we have to really give understand well about the criminal.     

- M1 : Oke thank so much for your explanation, do you get the point? she 

thinks that they do the criminal action because they know that they are still 
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underage, so they will not go to the jail. So that do it again, again, again 

always repeat. 

- M5 Thank so much for the time, I wanna share my opinion about underage 

criminal, where we can see that there are many factors that can  influence 

the thing to happen, we must realize that we have different life each other 

there is rich and also the is poor. Economical must be one factor that 

influence them to  do that.  

- FM 1.Ok thanks for the chance that you have given to me I just want to ask 

you, you  say that there is a boy or a man already did a criminal didn’t they?, 

underage boys ready did a crime three times but my question is did the 

government goverment of punishment already did the rehabilitation for the 

children because the first that you have to do  when the children do such as 

a criminal or something bad in their society in environment you cannot take 

the children underage boys to the jail directly but you have to do the 

rehabilitation first, it’s the first rule because why we must do the 

rehabilitation first because the first my friend already said that the children 

are still labile ok? and they do not have full responsibility for their life but 

the responsibility already back to their parents so they need education more 

, yes ok I think that’s all for me , you have to  do rehabilitee first. thank u so 

much! 

- FM2 OKE. Thanks for the chance that you have given to me, I argue with 

our sister say that our constitution that if our children do the crime, they 

must get the rehabilitation first to them and then we can see now that this 
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rule is not running well  in this country. I will I will give you example most 

of beagles in Makassar are underage, I can guaranty that they do the criminal 

because they know they cannot go to the jail first and the second is why do 

they do this thing? They do that because they cannot go to the jail. For me 

we must broke the rule, we must give special punishment or give like 

treatment aaaaaaa like jail special for them. 

- F3 : Thank for the chance, you say that aaaa you will make special jail for 

them. I think that is just adds our country budget, there are still many things 

that we can do, I just want to ask you, if you underage and you did a crime 

and then the policemen will take you to the jail, will you enter to the jail or 

you will do the rehabilitation first and last time I hear that you say 

rehabilitation in our country is not effective. Could you guaranty it? There 

are  a lot of drag addicted already pass the rehabilitation and then there are 

a lot of things to do for the underage criminal such as  defer because they 

still solve the problem without entering to the jail, they can face the problem 

by talking family to family, like that . okay. There are a lot of things to do, 

you just you just think short a way guys. Sorry you said that you blame 

parents? Because they cannot educate their children well? No parents want 

to see their children do a bed thing. Don’t they?. A lot of parents want to 

see their children educate one. Thanks 

- FM 4 thanks for the time that you have given to me, so Why I disagree that 

underage criminal have to go to the jail because underage criminal basically 

they are brave  person, although our environment educates them aaaa 
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educate them do not be a good person because maybe they do not have any 

attention from their family so, we know how to teach them to be a good 

person, they could be very useful, because  basically they are brave so, I 

think if the children get education well it can be useful because who know 

what happed in the future? They could be useful person if you teach them 

well. I thing that all thank you very much  

- FM 5 : In solving the problem, we have to , we have to take best and wise 

decision. We have see the impact for them, when we take them to the jail, 

can it make condition better or it is jus worse than before, for example : 

aaaaaaa when we take them to the jail, we will break their school, when we 

break their school what will happen to them after go out from the jail. I’m 

sure that they will have worse thing than before. Because they will lazy to 

come to school because they are shy. But we give them rehabilitation, it 

onlyl in short time without break their school.  

 

 

Second Meeting : Traditional game and Online game.  

- M1. The question again. Humm because I believe that, one of the way to 

make the children more active is playing game itself so, how do you 

compare which one can improve their activeness traditional game or online 

game?  
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- M5 .traditional of course , traditional game influence the down motorist 

itself, always move right, because they can improve their motorist itself but, 

what we should understand here that  playing traditional game tent to cause 

injured Doesn’t it? Yah I got the trouble when  I played the game  at the 

time with my friends and  fork is so interesting and I did not find such kind 

of the game right now, when I  come back  to my hometown I try to 

flashback, to replay those games but the kids say that what kinds of this  

game is? we do not like this kind of the game because we can play a game 

in gadget because most of them have already a mobile phone, so if I try to 

attract them to play traditional game, they ask influence ahhhhh bikin capek 

because always move, what they want to do is playing game by their fingers 

right?, now days kids condition, what happened on the sociology and the 

mentality. I am sure they will become a week people when they grow up, 

because they have already had bad mentality. Actually I have experience in 

my school, when I ask to my student to move they say that “sir why we 

always move” we just need to sit here for two hours. If I speech and ask 

them to move go around in the class they must  say aaaahhhkk  

- M1 so, do you think that is the impact of playing game?  

- M5 of course yahh it is one of impact of online game because they enjoy 

their time, they enjoy their moment to play game without run without jump 

and other they only focus on their mobile phone, beside traditional game 

automatic we always force us to always move, we should run, jump, hide 

and etc meanwhile the online game, we just need to sit and play with our 
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fingers, lie down in our bad, but traditional game cannot. We need to go out 

and find the large place. Don’t we? and you cannot play game alone, we 

should invite friends and make a team but online game we can play it by 

ourselves. 

- M2 of course like I have ludo and I just need sit to play it. It is different with 

traditional game, where we have to always move, you will be tired.  

- M1 so do you thinks that if they become tired, it is not good for them? 

- M2 Yahh, it is not bad for them but it just waste their time, they should play 

game by online game because they must not be tired  

- M1 Ok for you my bro, right now it is very poor the see that our traditional 

game can only play in the certain days such as in 17 Augustus moments.  A 

lot of people try to play traditional game, when it is already over. If it is not 

that day, yahhhh they people will back to play online game even they 

already play the game itself, while in the past we almost every time play the 

traditional game.  Do you think that the government right now not really 

good because the government just seems  carrying of the traditional game 

far from us, because he just allow us to play it in certain days. 

- M3 actually I don’t wanna blame the government because we play the 

traditional game in certain days. But for me that’s right that modern game 

exits the traditional game right now, it is really hard to defend because most 

of children are interested in playing online game but for me when I see the 

reality, it means that everyone should be influenced in the game itself, yah 

influenced in the future. if you are only play the electrical game, how to be 
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influence in the future.  Meanwhile playing traditional game we can 

understand all of the environments. It is a good way how to be a leader in 

the future and comparing with the electrical game you only sit in your home, 

you just know how to be individualism, you do not know how to be a leader 

because you not habits yourself to play in team. The traditional game is a 

good one because from that we can understand our culture. 

- M1 : Oke well it is good explanation, how about you my bro, what do you 

support traditional game or online game?  

- M4 I support both of them. 

- M1 it’s really good idea, but when you are given two chooses, which one 

do you want to play? Online game or traditional game  

- M4 I will play online game because it is very intertwining and it is not 

physical activity and movement, we just need to stay at home to play it. We 

may see in the city now, we seldom see children play the traditional game, 

but we do not know how in the village, may be they still play it, but in city 

now days we know all most of children only play online game. 

- M1 : Oke my conclusion will be just about the respond, so if you think that 

culture disappear, It is not because the online itself, but because of the great 

feeling, if you  have no feeling to keep you culture your culture will 

disappear anymore.  Actually it is also about the choose, there is no problem 

they will choose what they want. We may think that online game and 

traditional game all give best impact. It defends of individual itself  
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- F5 : how about you miss ? What is your opinion about the online game and 

traditional game? 

- F4 Thank you so much for the time that you have given to me. well we used 

to play a traditional game like you say when we are kids, if you say you are 

not happy when you were kids, it is talk wrong because we have played it 

because we have played it before but now days electrical games come and 

let leave behind era why do you still choose traditional games and then you 

know what? it is not suitable to play the game ,you will find your time waste 

it and we know that impossible to play such asik-asik, santo etc because we 

have to find a large place, where we have to play it,  it is different by online 

game where we can play it everywhere. If you follow the era, I can call you 

kids shaman now. We can play traditional game when we delay our 

earophlane in airport or waiting for something. It can lose our boringness.  

- F5 : He said that we can play the online game everywhere and different with 

traditional game where we just can play it in certain place. Oke how about 

you miss?  

- F3 : I can’t say any more because they have explained all , I just wanna say 

nothing to choose right now is to play traditional game because we live in 

modern era, when I was young I never play I never play traditional game 

but this time I play online game because we can play it easily  

- F5 ok. How about you octav? 

- F1 I have some opinion about fork game fork game, where it can impact our 

physiology for example if we play fork game we can we can have many 
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friends, we can laugh together we can share everything also not only about 

the game.  

- F5: oke. octav said that we can have many friends if we play traditional  

game than online game and also actually we can get short bottom because 

we play it dominant sit right? Oke conclusion now  

- F5 : Ok other conclusion? 

- F3 : Thank you for the time, tell about the game there are many positive and 

negative impact. Playing the traditional game can make children to be health 

and playing online game can add their knowledge about English specially 

in vocabulary, the negative impact of them is related to the using of the game 

such playing traditional game tent to make injure but teach us many things 

such how to work in a team, how to be leader and we will have many friend. 

We can know to communicate well and online game can make them to be 

lazy person.  

- F1 Addition , assalamualaikum wr.wb actually playing online game can 

make boys cleverer, like my nephew. He is very clever, he knows everything 

than me, so I want to ask one of you. 

- F2 thank that you have give me time, I say here I like online game than 

traditional game because for me, we can learn from the online game about 

the vocabulary , you can also learn how to manage your time in playing 

electrical game 

- F3 oke assalamualaikum wr.wr good afternoon everyone. ok well  we can 

get idea we are living in modern era and speaking of the electrical game is 
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booming in our country when you ask me which one we should choose 

traditional game or online game? I will choose traditional game, why? 

Because I am sure that everyone who sit here ever play traditional game 

right? And I see your different because aaaaa playing the traditional games 

giveS best impact such as we enjoy time together playing in a group 

different with online game where we just play it alone it teaches us how to 

work in a team. Ok Mr Wandi says that a playing online game we can learn 

anything like English and I do not believe it, It is not because of the game 

but It force you to learn because if u do not know what is the meaning and 

u cannot play it well, you may see when we play traditional games. We can 

run fast while when you play online games you just can sit down without 

any movement.  
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The thirth meeting : The Equal of Man and Woman  

- M3 : hummm I have not opinion right now, I wanna hear your statement 

from all of you before, thanks, I’m still waiting for your statement guys after 

that I will give my opinion  

- M1: Oke miss you have to promise after I give my statement you must give 

yours also. Oke why do we mention this gender quality because right know 

we can see so many causes that women are limited because we know that 

women are weak person, but right know we can see that women are 

progressive, women right now can do everything such men  not all women 

but most of them are progressive.  We have to agree that if they are week. 

They will not able to work and take a job, happy job like every one who can 

have equal position, when we allow them to express their felling what job 

they want, we believe that they can participate as well, as we know also they 

can make our country to be develop. All we know every office, every place 

they must need women not only men.  

- M3: Ok thank you, I stay here again because we are believe that feminism 

is very dangerous, why I say that? because men and  women have different 

capability different physical so there is no way that women will be equal 

with women because there is particular job only proper to do by a man which 

is not really proper to do by a women for example if you see a woman work  

they doing hard work everyday  so you as a man should take a responsibility 

and there is  also a reason why this one is a bad idea if the woman as a leader 

of the office because they most use their feeling in make a decision. It is 
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different between men where  men most use their logic in make a decision 

or solve the problem and also why the women cannot be equal because they 

have a different obligation. Women have more obligation in the family 

because woman is a wife, they will not focus on their duty. 

- M4: So I stand here, hmmm because aaa as we know that god create the 

angel in the world is women, it is mean here that women have to aaa support 

the boy or husband and the boy is one create of god who should work right? 

It is a point they cannot be equal. 

- M5: Women are higher than man,we can see in surah annisa that  women 

have a special term women create by tulang rusuk. Man can be strong if 

there is woman in behind him, man cannot go alone without a support from 

woman. Can’t they? look at Soekarno he cannot became supper power 

president if he did not have great woman stand behind him. So they have to 

complete each other, when they are complete each other it is mean that they 

can be equal. 

- M4: Best on our perspective I disagree about the equal because it contracts 

with the culture as we know that our culture always show the differences 

class of men and women and also different obligation. Men have higher 

position than women generally although we know in alquran that women 

position higher than men because women born as in this world it shows 

differences position but complete each other. 

- F2 : Ok Mr. Pudin said that it can discriminate them if you forbid them to 

express their expect like If they want work in place where they want. 
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Meanwhile you just allow them to stay at home but we have to give a chance 

to equal like a man, so what do think?  

- F3 : Oke, actually I want to ask you, what side you say that there is a 

discrimination if we do not allow them to work?. I do not see. 
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